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Worden Introduces inCharge,
an Empowering New Furniture Collection
Holland, MI -- Worden announces the introduction of inCharge, a new collection of lounge
furniture that lets users take control of their environment.
inCharge furniture is fully interchangeable. Components quickly and easily reconfigure to
create completely different environments. Embedded conductive power and inductive power
are options that put this line on the leading edge of furniture technology. When plugged into
a power source, the Power Hub provides a continuous flow of wireless conductive power
from piece to piece of interconnected furniture. USB ports are built into the lounge seating
and connector tables for convenient recharging of mobile phones and tablets. In addition,
wireless charging through inductive power is available on connector and tablet tables.
The inCharge collection includes a wide variety of lounge seating, tables, and accessories
in eye-catching fabrics and modern finishes. Innovative elements like the keyless locker
cabinet offer unique storage options. The rockerDot soft stool adds a fun, light-hearted
touch to any environment.
“This collection represents a new era of progressive design and technological innovation for
Worden,” says Jim Weaver, CEO of The Worden Group. “We are confident that users will
love the ease of reconfiguration and access to power that inCharge provides.”
Worden has a rich heritage of manufacturing high quality, beautiful wood furniture for the
library and educational markets. Worden’s 66 years of experience brings superior local
craftsmanship to every piece of furniture it creates, ensuring that it will stand the test of time
for generations to come... whether it’s a traditional solid wood desk or a sleek lounge chair
with embedded power.
Come visit us at ALA Booth 2145 to see this exciting new product line.
For more information, contact Linda Visscher at lvisscher@wordencompany.com or 616355-3069. Visit us at www.wordencompany.com

